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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have two servers named Server1 and Server 2 that run
Windows Server 2016.
Server 1 and Server 2 are nodes in a Network Load Balancing
(NLB) cluster. The Web Sever server role is installed on each
node.
Users report that when they submit web form data, sometimes the

data is not stored, and they must full in the form again.
You need to resolve the issue. The solution must ensure that
connections are load balanced between Server 1 Server 2.
What should you do in the NLB cluster?
A. Modify the existing port rules.
B. Modify the Cluster operation mode.
C. Add the Microsoft Load Balancing/Failover Provider service
to all of the network adapters.
D. Add an IP address.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
An Information Security policy requires that all publicly
accessible systems be patched with critical OS security patches
within 24 hours of a patch release. All instances are tagged
with the Patch Group key set to 0.
Two new AWS Systems Manager patch baselines for Windows and Red
Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) with zero-day delay for security
patches of critical severity were created with an auto-approval
rule. Patch Group 0 has been associated with the new patch
baselines. Which two steps will automate patch compliance and
reporting? (Select TWO.)
A. Create an AWS Systems Manager Maintenance Window with a
daily schedule and add a target with Patch Group 0. Add a task
that runs the AWS-RunPatchBaseline document with the Install
action.
B. Use the AWS Systems Manager Run Command to associate the
AWS-ApplyPatchBaseline document with instances tagged with
Patch Group 0.
C. Create an AWS Systems Manager State Manager configuration.
Associate the AWS-RunPatchBaseline task with the configuration
and add a target with Patch Group 0.
D. Create an AWS Systems Manager Maintenance Window and add a
target with Patch Group 0. Add a task that runs the
AWS-ApplyPatchBaseline document with a daily schedule.
E. Create an AWS Systems Manager Maintenance Window and add a
target with Patch Group 0. Add a task that runs the
AWS-InstallWindowsUpdates document with a daily schedule.
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Where would a payroll flow task retrieve its parameter
information when selecting "Bind to Flow Task Parameter"?
A. Derives a specific value to the parameter as entered by the
user
B. Derives the value from a SQL Bind
C. Derives the value from the context of the current flow
instance
D. Derives the value from the output of the previous task

Answer: D
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